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 The necessity the world has is not all the rich goes to more fabulous in their future , but for 
all children in Gaza Strip and all who lose their hand or foot in Ukraine. We believe that by 
supporting them, they can still possess their life and the future, and even contribute to society 
in meaningful ways. 
 
 All these could be a proper consensus we should share with the world through International 
Society. 
 
 To build a new society, livelihoods may be given to all these peoples, and the world must 
work for those under all agreement and shared ideas. 
 
 But all conflicts ask for a new conflict; those can not give the world any solution. These are 
the proofs that we need new philosophies. 
 
 This is why we are trying to propose new world systems and frameworks. The choice is a new 
reality we will encounter in the future. So, we continuously insist that politics always has 
decisions in the future. 
 
 If all these new world consensuses could ask for a new world, we could share new rules and 
systems in any society or nation. Standardization is all the hobit of the liberal camp, where we 
find all the same values in globalization, but we could take steps and implement all our ideas 
in the future. 
 
 To seek in all history, we find all the tragedies of peoples and all the wealth of all kings. But 
we faced revolution in the 20th Century by the United States of America. We have to know it 
was a peopleʼs revolution. 
 
 We are in the 21st Century now. We have all new technology, the Industrial Revolution, and 
society seeks new systems using computers. And we still have a future. This is why we insist 
choice always makes new futures. 


